
EXPLORING NEW BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Reflex Marine specialises in the offshore transport of crew working at sea, via crane 
transfer in capsule pods. The global organisation offers a safe, cost-effective, and 
flexible solution to moving people on and offshore and onto floating and fixed structures.

FANBEST’s fully funded coaching programme and support helped Reflex to secure 
a 1.1m UK government grant, enabling Reflex Marine to expand its horizons and 
develop a further, exciting business opportunity, starting a new venture in the 
floating wind industry.

CONCEPTUALISING GROUND-BREAKING TECHNOLOGY

With the floating offshore wind industry expected to become the next significant 
renewable energy revolution, Reflex Marine was keen to spearhead and leverage 
early opportunities.

Already involved in the offshore wind industry, Reflex Marine had big ideas on how 
they could help innovate in the sector by resolving one of its biggest challenges: 
anchoring.

With a revolutionary new concept, Reflex Marine set out to solve the problem of 
high costs associated with current anchoring solutions, and to address the 
technological challenges relating to seabed conditions and geology.
 
Reflex Marine’s idea is to drill deeper, increasing tension and significantly reducing 
the size and weight of the anchor needed to secure the wind turbines. The 1.1m 
grant secured will help bring substantial developments to this revolutionary floating 
offshore wind technology by 2024.

FROM IDEA TO NEW BUSINESS AVENUE WITH FANBEST’S HELP

Reflex Marine signed up for FANBEST's fully funded coaching programme to benefit from impartial and external expert 
advice in business and commerce, helping them move the new project forward and secure the grant. FANBEST’S support 
helped the business to turn a vision for ground-breaking new technology into a clear strategy to take it to market.

DISCOVER HOW YOU CAN ALSO BENEFIT FROM 
THE FANBEST PROJECT

You can now register to attend the FANBEST Transnational 
Seminar, a unique platform for blue economy businesses looking 
to grow and showcase their innovations to investors.

HOW REFLEX MARINE
DEVELOPED A £1.1M PROJECT
WITH THE HELP OF FANBEST

Philip Strong, Technical Director and CEO of                                    said: 
“The FANBEST programme helped us to see clearly what challenges, 
obstacles and risks were ahead of us, as well as potential marketing 
solutions we could employ and commercialisation strategies for 
this technology”.

PARTNERS

FAN-BEST Project (EAPA_1022/2018) is funded by the Interreg Atlantic Area Programme through the European Regional Development Fund 
 
   

ASSOCIATES DON'T MISS OUT

Friday 25th March
at 9:30am GMT.

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/explore-new-opportunities-within-the-blue-economy-tickets-199209028567



